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Abstract: Learning-to-rank has been intensively studied and has shown significantly increasing
values in a wide range of domains, such as web search, recommender systems, dialogue systems, machine
translation, and even computational biology, to name a few. In light of recent advances in neural networks, there has been a strong and continuing interest in exploring how to deploy popular techniques,
such as reinforcement learning and adversarial learning, to solve ranking problems. However, armed
with the aforesaid popular techniques, most studies tend to show how effective a new method is.
A comprehensive comparison between techniques and an in-depth analysis of their deficiencies are
somehow overlooked. This paper is motivated by the observation that recent ranking methods based
on either reinforcement learning or adversarial learning boil down to policy-gradient-based optimization. Based on the widely used benchmark collections with complete information (where relevance
labels are known for all items), such as MSLRWEB30K and Yahoo-Set1, we thoroughly investigate the
extent to which policy-gradient-based ranking methods are effective. On one hand, we analytically
identify the pitfalls of policy-gradient-based ranking. On the other hand, we experimentally compare
a wide range of representative methods. The experimental results echo our analysis and show that
policy-gradient-based ranking methods are, by a large margin, inferior to many conventional ranking
methods. Regardless of whether we use reinforcement learning or adversarial learning, the failures
are largely attributable to the gradient estimation based on sampled rankings, which significantly
diverge from ideal rankings. In particular, the larger the number of documents per query and the
more fine-grained the ground-truth labels, the greater the impact policy-gradient-based ranking
suffers. Careful examination of this weakness is highly recommended for developing enhanced
methods based on policy gradient.
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1. Introduction

published maps and institutional affil-

Learning-to-rank has long been studied, with applications spanning across many
fields, such as web search, dialogue systems, and computational biology [1]. In this paper, we
focus on the field of document retrieval. Following the Cranfield experimental paradigm,
a large number of queries are provided. Each query is associated with a set of documents to
be ranked, for which the standard relevance labels are also included. Each query–document
pair is represented through a feature vector. The desired scoring model (or function) assigns
a score to each document, then a ranked list of documents can be obtained by sorting the
documents in descending order of scores. In general, the document with the highest score
is assigned a rank of 1. In other words, the rank position of a document represents its
relevance with respect to the query. The metrics, such as average precision (AP) and normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) [2], are adopted to measure the performance.
The information retrieval (IR) community has experienced a flourishing development of
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learning-to-rank methods, such as pointwise methods [3–5], pairwise methods [6–9], and
listwise methods [10–21].
Recently, due to the breakthrough successes of neural network-based models, significant efforts [22–36] have been made in exploring how to deploy popular techniques, such as
reinforcement learning and adversarial learning, to solve ranking problems (we refer the reader
to Section 2 for a brief overview). Despite the successes achieved by the aforementioned
studies, fundamental research questions remain open. First, armed with these popular
techniques, most studies tend to show how effective a new method is. A comprehensive comparison of methods and an in-depth analysis of their deficiencies are somehow
overlooked. Second, in the context of web search, the previous methods [22,26,30,32] are
evaluated over small datasets. As a result, this makes it difficult to gain a solid understanding of the pros and cons of these techniques in solving ranking problems, which may
hinder research progress in developing further improved ranking models. In view of the
fact that the aforesaid techniques are bound to attract more attention moving forward,
the aforementioned shortcomings motivated us to conduct a diagnostic evaluation of the
newly proposed ranking methods based on popular techniques, such as reinforcement
learning and adversarial learning. We have empirically found that these methods boil
down to policy-gradient-based optimization. Hereafter, we refer to these methods as policygradient-based ranking. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) Regarding adversarial learning-to-rank, we propose how to perform listwise adversarial ranking. By filling this gap, we are able to comprehensively investigate the
effectiveness of adversarial learning-to-rank by comparing pointwise, pairwise, and listwise adversarial ranking methods.
(2) Although the newly proposed ranking methods are based on either reinforcement
learning or adversarial learning, we uniformly view them as policy-gradient-based ranking.
From this viewpoint, we analytically identify the differences, connections, and weaknesses
of policy-gradient-based ranking methods.
(3) Based on widely used benchmark collections, such as MSLRWEB30K and YahooSet1, we experimentally compare a wide range of representative methods spanning popular
techniques, such as reinforcement learning and adversarial learning, to conventional ranking models. The experimental results echo our theoretical analysis and show that: (1) Policy
gradient-based ranking methods are inferior to conventional ranking methods, such as
ListMLE, LambdaRank, and LambdaMART. The failures are largely attributable to the
gradient estimation based on sampled rankings that significantly diverge from ideal rankings. (2) The larger the number of documents per query and the more fine-grained the
ground-truth labels, the greater the impact policy-gradient-based ranking suffers.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we survey prior studies on learning-to-rank, especially the recent methods based on policy gradient. In Section 3,
we outline the mathematical formulation of the Cranfield learning-to-rank paradigm. In
Section 4, we present representative ranking models based on policy gradient and discuss their differences and weaknesses. In Section 5, we introduce the experimental setup.
A series of experiments is discussed in Section 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
2. Related Work
Learning-to-rank refers to a broad range of approaches that aim to tackle ranking
problems using machine learning techniques. In this section, we limit the related work
to method- based neural networks and further distinguish them into neural conventional
learning-to-rank, neural learning-to-rank, BERT-based learning-to-rank, and policy-gradientbased ranking.
Conventional learning-to-rank approaches can be classified into three categories: pointwise, pairwise, and listwise. The key distinctions are the underlying hypotheses, loss
functions, and the input and output spaces. The typical pointwise approaches include
regression-based [3], classification-based [37], and ordinal regression-based algorithms [4,5].
The loss functions of these algorithms are defined on the basis of each individual document.
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The pairwise approaches concern the relative order between two documents. The goal of
learning is to maximize the number of correctly ordered document pairs. The assumption
is that the optimal ranking of documents can be achieved if all document pairs are correctly
ordered. Towards this end, many representative methods have been proposed [6–8,38,39].
The listwise approaches take all the documents associated with the same query in the training data as the input. In particular, there are two types of loss functions when performing
listwise learning. For the first type, the loss function is related to a specific evaluation metric
(e.g., nDCG [2] and expected reciprocal rank (ERR) [40]). Due to the non-differentiability
and non-decomposability of the commonly used metrics, the methods of this type either try
to optimize the upper bounds as surrogate objective functions [10–12] or approximate the
target metric using some smooth functions [13–15]. For the second type, the loss function is
not explicitly related to a specific evaluation metric. The loss function reflects the discrepancy between the predicted ranking and the ground-truth ranking. Example algorithms
include [17,18,20]. Although no particular evaluation metrics are directly involved and optimized here, it is possible that the learned ranking function can achieve good performance
in terms of evaluation metrics. We refer the reader to the following studies [41,42] for a
detailed review. In view of the successful applications of deep learning and the availability
of well-maintained libraries for efficient development of deep learning techniques (e.g.,
PyTorch and TensorFlow), it has become a popular choice to use deep neural networks as
the basis to construct a scoring function when evaluating the above conventional learningto-rank approaches, which are referred to as neural conventional learning-to-rank (NC-LTR)
hereafter. We note that this is also our choice in this work.
Inspired by the recent advances in neural networks [43] and their wide applications,
such as computer vision [44–46] and natural language processing [47,48], there has been significant interest in designing end-to-end ranking models based on neural networks [48–53],
which are referred to as neural learning-to-rank (N-LTR). For example, the ranking models,
such as DSSM [49] and CDSSM [50], map both queries and documents into the same
semantic space based on deep neural networks. The relevance score between a query and a
document is assumed to be proportional to the cosine similarity between their corresponding vectors in the semantic space. The follow-up studies [48,51–54] look into the inherent
characteristics of information retrieval. The DRMM model by Guo et al. [51] takes into
account more factors, such as query term importance, exact matching signals, and diverse
matching requirement. The methods such as [48,52,53] first look at the local interactions
between two texts, then design different network architectures to learn more complicated
interaction patterns for relevance matching. We refer the reader to [55,56] for an overview
of N-LTR models.
Coming after the above N-LTR methods is the “BERT revolution” for text ranking.
There are a number of studies [57–59] that explore how to fine-tune the bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers (BERT) model [47] to advance the ranking
performance, e.g., for the passage re-ranking task based on MS MARCO. To reconcile
efficiency and contextualization, ColBERT [60] is proposed by introducing a late interaction
architecture that independently encodes the query and the document. In this paper, we
focus on datasets consisting of feature vectors and refer the reader to the study in [61] for a
comprehensive overview of BERT-based learning-to-rank.
Recently, significant efforts [22–36] have been made to develop new methods by deploying popular techniques, such as reinforcement learning and adversarial learning, to solve
ranking problems, where policy gradient is a core component during the optimization
process. For example, Wei et al. [22] formulated the construction of a document ranking
system as a sequential decision-making process based on the Markov decision process
(MDP). Zou et al. [23] further explored the effectiveness of multi-agent MDP, where the
mutual interactions among documents were incorporated in the ranking process. In order
to achieve better gradient estimation, Xu et al. [28] proposed the pairwise policy gradient
algorithm, in which the gradients are determined using pairwise comparisons of two document lists sampled within the same query. Yao et al. [29] investigated the potential value
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in deploying reinforcement learning for personalized searches. Singh and Joachims [26]
focused on the problem of exposure fairness in rankings, where optimization still relies
on policy gradient. Inspired by the generative adversarial networks (GAN) [45] and its
variants, Wang et al. [30] proposed IRGAN, which extends the GAN framework to learn a
scoring function in an adversarial manner. Subsequent studies [32] generate more difficult
adversarial negative examples from the adversarially sampled negative examples. Different
from the aforementioned studies, He et al. [31] explored how to add adversarial perturbations to model parameters so as to enhance the robustness of a recommender model
and thus improve its generalization performance. Further studies [33–35] investigated the
effectiveness of adversarial optimization in image searches. Regarding learning-to-rank
based on adversarial learning, we are not aware of any listwise approaches to date. As a
result, this makes it difficult to fully understand the effectiveness of adversarial learningto-rank. For example, a natural question might be the effect of listwise sampling (rather
than pointwise or pairwise sampling) on performance. Moreover, given different kinds of
methods based on either reinforcement learning or adversarial learning, there is no work
that uniformly compares these methods and thoroughly investigates their deficiencies. Our
work aims to fill this gap by conducting a comprehensive comparison and an in-depth
analysis of policy-gradient-based ranking methods.
3. Cranfield Learning-to-Rank
In this section, we formulate the learning-to-rank problem by following the Cranfield
paradigm. Let Q and D be the query space and the document space, respectively. We use
Φ : Q × D → Z := Rd to denote the mapping function for generating a feature vector for a
document under a specific query context, where Z represents the d-dimensional feature
space. We use T := R to denote the space of the ground-truth labels each document receives.
Thus, for each query, we have a list of document feature vectors x = ( x1 , ..., xm ) ∈ X := Z m
and a corresponding list y∗ = (y1∗ , ..., y∗m ) ∈ Y := T m of ground-truth labels. The subscript
i, like xi or yi∗ , denotes the i-position in the list. In practice, we get independently and
identically distributed (i.i.d) samples S = {(x j , y∗j )} N
j=1 from an unknown joint distribution P(·, ·) over X × Y . A ranking of π on m documents x = ( x1 , ..., xm ) is defined as a
permutation of x. π (i )/π ( xi ) yields the rank position of the i-th document within x. π −1 (k)
yields the index within x of the document at rank position k, where π −1 (π (i )) = i or
π −1 (π ( xi )) = i. Since we are interested in sorting documents in descending order according to their relevance, we think of higher positions with smaller rank values as being more
b refers to the optimal ranking of documents
favorable. An ideal ranking (denoted as π)
that are sorted according to their real relevance to the query under consideration. We note
that there are multiple ideal rankings for a query when we use graded relevance labels
due to label ties. We use f θ : x → Rm with parameters θ to denote the real-value scoring
function, which assigns each document a score. In the following, we will omit θ if the
context provides sufficient clarity. The scores of the documents associated with the same
query, i.e., y = f (x) = ( f ( x1 ), f ( x2 ), ..., f ( xm )), are used to sort the documents.
Commonly, we measure the quality of ranking documents for a query using f with a
loss function of R( f (x), y∗ ). We would like to learn the optimal scoring function over a
hypothesis space F of ranking functions that can minimize the expected risk as below:
min <( f ) = min
f ∈F

f ∈F

Z
X ×Y

R( f (x), y∗ )dP(x, y∗ )

(1)

Unfortunately, <( f ) is intractable to optimize directly and the joint distribution is
unknown, so instead we appeal to the empirical risk minimization method to approximate
the expected risk as follows:
˜ f ; S) = min
min <(
f ∈F

f ∈F

1
N

N

∑ R( f (x j ), y∗j )

j =1

(2)
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Given the above general framework, different formulations of the loss function yield
different ranking methods. Next we show ListMLE which is highly relevant to policygradient-based ranking.
ListMLE
In ListMLE [18], the training objective is to maximize the likelihood of observing the
ideal ranking with respect to each query:
m

b |x, θ ) = − log ∏
R ListMLE ( f (x), y∗ ) = − log P(π

exp( f ( xπb−1 (i) ))

m
i =1 ∑ b = i

exp( f ( xπb−1 (b) ))

(3)

b |x, θ ) represents the probability of observing the optimal ranking, which is forP(π
b can be obtained
mulated based on the Plackett–Luce model [62]. During optimization, π
according to the standard labels. For graded relevance labels with ties, the authors randomly selected one ideal ranking when there were multiple ideal rankings.
4. Policy-Gradient-Based Ranking
In this section, we detail a number of recently published methods for ranking [22,23,26,30,32],
where policy gradient is a key component during the optimization process. Furthermore,
we show how to perform adversarial learning-to-rank in a listwise manner. Finally, we
reveal the differences and connections among policy-gradient-based ranking methods.
4.1. Expected Utility
This class of methods [14,26,63,64] focuses on maximizing the expected utility of
rankings. An alternative minimization formulation can be given as:

R EU ( f (x), y∗ ) = −Eπ ∼ Pθ (π |q) [ M(π, y∗ )],

(4)

where Pθ (π |q) denotes the distribution of all rankings with respect to q, defined by the
scoring function f with parameters θ. M denotes the utility of π. The common choices for
M are ranking metrics ()such as average precision) nDCG, and ERR. Note that computing
the gradient w.r.t. θ over the expectation in Equation (4) is intractable, since the space of
rankings is exponential in cardinality. To overcome this issue, there are two types of methods. The first type [14,64] casts Equation (4) into individual document–rank distributions.
In this work, we focus on the second type [26,63], which rely on policy gradient, which is
referred to as ExptUtility. Specifically, the score function estimator [65] makes use of the
identity ∇θ p(z) = p(z)∇θ log p(z), and the gradient (also known as policy gradient) can be
derived as follows:

∇θ Eπ ∼ Pθ (π |q) [ M(π, y∗ )]
=Eπ ∼ Pθ (π |q) [∇θ log Pθ (π |q) M(π, y∗ )] ≈

1
K

K

∑ ∇θ log Pθ (πk |q) M(πk , y∗ )

(5)

k =1

Namely, the gradient of the expected value of the metric over rankings sampled from
Pθ (π |q) can be derived as the expectation of the gradient of the log probability of each
sampled ranking multiplied by the metric value of the corresponding ranking. For the last
step, the gradient is computed using the Monte–Carlo approximation, where πk represents
the k-th sample ranking.
Taking the recent work by Singh and Joachims [26] as an example, they formulate
Pθ (π |q) based on the Plackett–Luce model. Compared with ListMLE, the key difference is
that it involves a sampling process. Specifically, the sampling of π is conducted using the
following sequential process: First, the probability of selecting a document xk to the first
exp( f ( x ))

rank position is proportional to ∑m exp( fk( x )) . Second, once the first document is selected,
i
i =1
the second document to fill the next rank position will be selected from the remaining
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documents in the same way. Third, the process repeats until m documents are selected. We
refer to this sampling process as PL-sampling.
4.2. Reinforcement Learning-to-Rank
According to the MDPRank method [22], the process of document ranking can be
viewed as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Specifically, for a query q, a document ranking
can be obtained via sequential decision making. At the beginning, the system is set as
s0 = [0, X0 ]. Namely, the initial state is represented as the step zero and the set of all
candidate documents (| X0 | = m, where m is the ranking size). At each time step t, the agent
receives the state st = [t, Xt ]. Based on the policy P ( at |st ; θ ), the agent takes an action at
by selecting a document x from Xt and placing the document at position t. As a result,
the agent receives an immediate reward rt . The long-term return at time step t is defined
as the accumulative reward, Gt = ∑im=−1t γi−1 rt+i , where γ is the discount rate, and r is
defined as the gain value of the selected document according to the metric nDCG. Thus Gt
essentially corresponds to the discounted cumulative gain (DCG) value. Then, the process
moves to the next step t + 1, and the state becomes st+1 = [t + 1, Xt+1 ] = [t + 1, Xt \ { x }].
The process is repeated until all of the candidate documents are ranked. Due to space
constraints, for a detailed description of MDPRank, we refer the reader to the work [22].
The core of policy P ( at |st ; θ ) is a scoring function with parameters θ. It quantifies the
probability of selecting a document xi from Xt as

exp( f ( xi ))
.
∑ x j ∈ Xt exp( f ( x j ))

In other words, the con-

struction of document ranking boils down to Plackett–Luce-flavored sequence generation,
namely PL-sampling. Finally, the learning objective is formulated as maximizing the
expected long term return from the beginning:
J (θ ) = Eπ ∼ Pθ (π |q) [ G (π )]

(6)

t −1 r .
where G (π ) denotes the long-term return of the sampled ranking, namely G (π ) = ∑m
t
t =1 γ
According to the REINFORCE algorithm [65], the gradient can be derived as follows:

∇θ J (θ ) = γt Gt ∇θ log P ( at |st ; θ )

(7)

A closer look at Equation (5) and Equation (7) reveals that both ExptUtility and
MDPRank rely on the same sampling process. Although ExptUtility uses the same weight
(i.e., the metric value) for all documents within the sampled ranking, the MDPRank method
differes from it in that it weights each document based on the position-specific long-term
return (i.e., DCG of the truncated ranking starting from the selected document) when we
set γ = 1.
4.3. Adversarial Learning to Rank
Prior studies [30,32] explored how to perform adversarial learning-to-rank in either
a pointwise or pairwise manner, which showed promising results. However, how to
perform adversarial learning-to-rank in a listwise manner remains open. To cope with this
issue, we formulated the process of learning-to-rank as a game between two opponents:
a generator and a discriminator. The generator aims to generate (or select) rankings that
look like the ground-truth ranking, which may fool the discriminator. On the other hand,
the discriminator aims to make a clear distinction between the ground-truth rankings
and the ones generated by its opponent generator. A general adversarial learning-to-rank
framework can be given as:
JG

∗ ,D ∗

N

= min max ∑ EπvPtrue (π |q j ) [log Dφ (π |q j )] + EπvPθ (π |q j ) [log(1 − Dφ (π |q j ))]
θ

φ

(8)

j =1

where the generator G is denoted by Pθ (π |q j ) and aims to minimize the objective. On one
hand, the generator fits the true distribution over all possible rankings π v Ptrue (π |q).
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On the other hand, it randomly generates rankings in order to fool the discriminator. The
discriminator is denoted by Dφ (π |q j ), which estimates the probability of a ranking being
either the ground-truth ranking or not. The objective of the discriminator is to maximize
the log-likelihood of correctly distinguishing the ground-truth ranking from artificially
generated rankings.
4.3.1. Generator Optimization
Given the currently optimized discriminator, we learn the generator via performing
the minimization of Equation (8):
N

θ ∗ = min ∑ EπvPtrue (π |q j ) [log Dφ (π |q j )] + EπvPθ (π |q j ) [log(1 − Dφ (π |q j ))]
θ

j =1

(9)

N

= min ∑ EπvPθ (π |q j ) [log(1 − Dφ (π |q j ))]
θ

j =1

A closer look at Equation (9) reveals that log(1 − Dφ (π |q j )) is usually of a large
magnitude due to the fact that the probability of a ranking being correctly ordered (i.e.,
Dφ (π |q j )) is not always zero. As a result, the training process may become unstable, which
was also pointed out by Wang et al. [30]. To cope with this issue, we dropped the logarithm
operation, and Equation (9) was rewritten as
N

θ ∗ = min ∑ EπvPθ (π |q j ) [1 − Dφ (π |q j )]
θ

(10)

j =1

To optimise Equation (10), we appealed to the aforementioned policy gradient again, namely:

∇θ EπvPθ (π |q j ) [1 − Dφ (π |q j )] = EπvPθ (π |q j ) [∇θ log Pθ (π |q j ) · (1 − Dφ (π |q j ))]
≈

1
K

K

∑ ∇θ log Pθ (πk |q j ) · (1 − Dφ (πk |q j ))

(11)

k =1

Essentially, the core of the generator is designed to be a scoring function f θ , with
parameters θ, which defines a distribution over the space of possible rankings for the
query under consideration. Following previous methods [30,32], instead of generating
new document feature vectors, we cast the generation of rankings for a query as sampling
from said distribution. Since we focused on how to learn effective scoring functions, we
decided to leave the case of generating new feature vectors to future studies. Based on the
Plackett–Luce model [62], we formulated the probability of observing the ranking π as
Pθ (π |q j ) =

m

exp( f θ ( xπ −1 (i) ))

∏ ∑m

i =1

b =i

exp( f θ ( xπ −1 (b) ))

(12)

In other words, the generation of π follows the aforementioned PL-sampling process.
Inspired by the work of Bruch et al. [66], we resorted to the Gumbel–Softmax trick [67,68]
in order to enhance the efficiency of sampling rankings with f θ . Specifically, we associated an i.i.d sample drawn from Gumbel (0, 1) with each document for the query under
consideration (i.e., g = g1 , ..., gm for x = x1 , ..., xm ). We then sorted ŷ = g + f θ (x) in a
decreasing order. The corresponding re-ranking of x was regarded as a sample ranking of
the generator. In practice, this means we can sample a full ranking as quickly as we can
sort m documents, which translates to a computational complexity of O(m log m) [69].
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4.3.2. Discriminator Optimization
Given the ground-truth rankings and the ones sampled with the current generator
Pθ ∗ (π |q j ), the optimal parameters for the discriminator can be obtained as follows:
N

φ∗ = max ∑ EπvPtrue (π |q j ) [log Dφ (π |q j )] + EπvPθ ∗ (π |q j ) [log(1 − Dφ (π |q j ))]
φ

(13)

j =1

Analogous to the generator, the core of the discriminator is again designed to be a
scoring function f φ with parameters φ. The formulation of discriminator again builds
upon the aforementioned Plackett–Luce model, and the probability of observing the given
ranking π is formulated as
Dφ ( π | q j ) =

m

exp( f φ ( xπ −1 (i) ))

∏ ∑m

i =1

b =i

exp( f φ ( xπ −1 (b) ))

(14)

Algorithm 1 shows the overall structure of the proposed listwise adversarial learningto-rank method, where the generator and discriminator are trained alternately. Just like
other adversarial ranking methods, the complexity of listwise adversarial learning-to-rank
depends heavily on the number of iterations. Given the predefined number of iterations B,
the computational complexity is O( B · K · m log m). Specifically, K · m log m corresponds to the
complexity of generating K sample rankings, which is a common part of the aforementioned
policy-gradient-based ranking methods, such as ExptUtility and MDPRank. Given the above
listwise adversarial ranking method, it became possible to comprehensively investigate the
effectiveness of adversarial learning-to-rank by comparing pointwise, pairwise, and listwise
methods and exploring the possible causes for their deficiencies.
Algorithm 1 Listwise adversarial learning-to-rank.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Initialize generator and discriminator with random weights;
while count ≤ epoch_threshold do
for d-steps do
Train discriminator with Equation (13) based on the rankings generated with the
current generator and the rankings derived from ground-truth labels;
end for
for g-steps do
Generate K sample rankings with the generator, then update the parameters with
Equation (11).
end for
count++;
end while

4.4. Theoretical Analysis
So far, we have elaborated different types of policy-gradient-based ranking methods.
Looking at Equations (5), (7), and (11), we can observe that the key difference is the
method used to weight each individual document within the sampled ranking. Specifically,
ExptUtility uses the same weight (i.e., the metric value) for each document within the
sampled ranking. MDPRank weights each document based on the position-specific longterm return (i.e., DCG of the truncated ranking starting from the selected document) when
we set γ = 1. Adversarial (pointwise, pairwise, listwise) methods rely on a learned
discriminator. However these methods are not mutually exclusive. A common core
component is that the gradient of the expected value over the distribution of rankings is
derived from the expectation of the gradient of the log probability of each sampled ranking
multiplied by a scalar. The gradient computation is further approximated using Monte
Carlo sampling. In order to perform optimization based on Stochastic Gradient Descent
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(SGD), the formulation of ranking distribution based on Plackett–Luce model is a popular
choice, since it has an analytical form and the sampling process is easy to implement.
From this viewpoint, it is not hard to prove that policy-gradient-based ranking suffers
from the following weaknesses. First, the PL-sampling process is performed sequentially
by assigning the positions from the top to the bottom. Document ranking is typified
by having a small number of relevant document and a large number of non-relevant
documents, which is illustrated in Table 1. Therefore, there is a high probability of selecting
either non-relevant or less-relevant documents to sit in the top positions. Take the query
from MSLRWEB30K (query-id: 631, label distribution: 0:96, 1:31, 2:3, 3:2, 4:1), for example,
the probability of selecting a highly relevant document (i.e., with a label of 4) is rather
small. As a result, the sampled rankings significantly diverge from the ideal ranking.
Second, by taking alternative views on the estimating parameters of the distribution based
on Plackett–Luce model, such as Minorize-Maximization [70] and Rank-Breaking [71,72],
the estimated relevance of a document xi is proportional to counts of pairwise comparisons
that xi “beat” other documents (i.e., xi is selected at a higher position). It is worth noting
that there are a large number of queries differing from each other, and the sampled rankings
commonly include many incorrectly ranked document pairs (contradicting the standard
order). It is rarely possible that the optimization can converge to the optimal scoring
function. Third, policy-gradient-based methods suffer from instability of gradient estimates.
Though a number of recent methods [73–75] are proposed to ease this problem to some
extent, it remains an open challenge.
5. Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the experimental setup. We first introduce the data
collection and the method of evaluation. We then describe the configuration of each
method to be evaluated.
5.1. Datasets
In our experiments, three widely used benchmark datasets for learning-to-rank are adopted,
namely MSLRWEB30K (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/mslr/), YahooSet1 (https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=c), and MQ2008 (https://
www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/letor-learning-rank-information-retrieval/). Each
dataset consists of feature vectors extracted from query–document pairs along with relevance judgment labels. Take MSLRWEB30K, for example, where relevance judgments are
obtained from a retired labeling set of a commercial web search engine (Microsoft Bing),
which selects 5 values from 0 (irrelevant) to 4 (perfectly relevant). The features are those
widely used in the research community, such as inverse document frequency (IDF), inlink
number, and dwell time. For more detailed information, e.g., the feature description, we
refer readers to the overview papers [76,77]. The basic statistics of each dataset are listed
in Table 1. It is worth noting that ranking data is typically long-tailed. The non-relevant
documents account for the largest ratio, the number of relevant documents becomes rather
small with the increase in relevance level.
We use nDCG to measure performance, which takes into account both rank position
and relevance level. We report the results with different cutoff values of 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, and
50 to show the performance of each method at different positions. We observe that the
results in terms of nERR are consistent with nDCG, which have not been included in this
paper due to space constraints.
Given the above datasets, we used the training data to learn the ranking model, used
the validation data to select the hyper parameters based on nDCG@5, and used the testing
data for evaluation. For MSLRWEB30K, we note that previous studies [66,78,79] just used
a single fold (i.e., Fold1) for their experimental evaluations. To reduce the possible impact
of overfitting on performance comparison based on MSLRWEB30K and MQ2008, we used
all five folds and performed a 5-fold cross validation in this work. In particular, the dataset
was randomly partitioned into five equal-sized subsets. In each fold, three subsets were
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used as the training data, the remaining two subsets as the validation data and the testing
data, respectively. Finally, we reported the ranking performance based on the averaged
evaluation scores across the five folds. For all the training data, we filter out the "dumb"
queries with no relevant documents and limited the minimum number of documents per
query to 10.
Table 1. The statistics of adopted datasets.
MSLRWEB30K
#Queries
#Docs
#Features
#Avg relevant
docs per query
#Docs per query
(Min; Avg; Max)
#Ground-truth label
distribution

0
1
2
3
4

Yahoo-Set1

MQ2008

31,531
3,771,125
136

29,921
709,877
700

784
15,211
46

58.0

17.5

3.7

(1; 119.6; 1251)

(1; 23.7; 139)

(5; 19.4; 121)

1,940,952
1,225,770
504,958
69,010
30,435

0
1
2
3
4

185,192
254,110
202,700
54,473
13,402

0
1
2

12,279
2001
931

5.2. Model Configuration
In this work, a number of representative approaches were adopted as follows: Firstly,
RankNet [6], LambdaRank [20], ListNet [17], ListMLE [18], and WassRank [21] were used
to represent the conventional approaches. Secondly, LambdaMART [16] (the tree-based
variant of LambdaRank) was empirically shown to be the state-of-the-art approach based
on the technique of a gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT). We use the implementation included in LightGBM [80], which is referred to as LambdaMART(GBM). Thirdly,
IRGAN [30] and MDPRank [22] are used to represent the ranking methods based on adversarial learning and reinforcement learning, respectively. Meanwhile, FAIR-PG-RANK [26]
(used to represent ExptUtility) was also compared without fairness constraints.
We implemented and trained all the involved approaches (except LambdaMART)
using PyTorch v1.6, where one Nvidia Titan RTX GPU with 24 GB memory is used (the
main source code for reproducing our experimental results is available via: https://github.
com/wildltr/ptranking). We used the L2 regularization with a decay rate of 1 × 10−3 and
the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1 × 10−3 . We used a simple feed-forward neural
network as the basis to construct the scoring function, where the size of a hidden layer
was set to 100. To reduce the possible impact of an arbitrary setting, we explored multiple
combinations with respect to the following settings: (1) different activation functions: ReLU,
GELU, (2) the number of layers: {1, 5}, and (3) whether to apply an activation function in
the last layer or not. As an example, R4.L refers to the fact that ReLU was used in the first
four layers, and the last layer was linear without using any activation function. Given the
raw features per query–document pair, these were normalized using the z-score method at
a query level. We further use batch normalization between consecutive layers.
For ListNet, the ranking loss was computed based on the top-1 approximation as
in the original paper [17]; namely, each element of the probability vector represents the
probability of the corresponding document being ranked at the top-1 position. For WassRank, the suggested parameter configuration by [21] was used. Following the methods
set out in [66], for LambdaMART(GBM), the parameters were set as: a learning rate of
0.05, a num_leaves measurement of 400, a min_data_in_leaf measurement of 50, and
a min_sum_hessian_in_leaf measurement set to 200. We used nDCG@5 (nDCG@1 for
MQ2008) to select the best models for validation sets by fixing the early stopping round
to 200 for up to 1000 trees. For both MDPRank and ExptUtility, the size of a sample ranking was set as 10. For each query, the number of sampled rankings was set to 1, since
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we observed that the performance would be impacted by a larger value, such as 3 or 5.
For IRGAN, the pointwise and pairwise versions were denoted as an IRGAN-Point and an
IRGAN-Pair, respectively. Analogously, the proposed listwise version was denoted as a
IRGAN-List. For all methods, the inner loop for training both generator and discriminator
was set to 1:1. The temperature was set to 1.0. For the IRGAN-Point and the IRGAN-Pair,
the number of sampled documents or document pairs was tested with 5 and 10, respectively.
For the IRGAN-List, the size of a sample ranking was set to 10, the number of sampled
rankings was tested with 1 and 5, respectively. For the adversarial ranking method, we
reported the performances of the generator and the discriminator. For example, the IRGANList-5-D refers to the discriminator with 5 sample rankings per query, the IRGAN-Pair-10-G
refers to the generator with 10 sample document pairs per query.
6. Results and Analysis
In Tables 2–4, we show the overall performance of the involved approaches in each
dataset, respectively. Additionally, we conducted a statistical significance test based on
the paired t-test, with p < 0.01. Within each table, the best result among all methods is
indicated in bold, where ∗ indicates that the performance is significantly different from
the best result in bold. Among policy-gradient-based ranking methods, the best result is
underlined, where † indicates that the performance was significantly different from the
underlined best result.
In the following, we first detail how effective the policy-gradient-based ranking
methods were. Then, we compare the performance between conventional ranking methods
and policy-gradient-based ranking methods. Particularly, we shed new light on the possible
reasons for the inferior performance of policy-gradient-based ranking methods. Finally,
we conducted an examination of the training process, which enabled us to get a better
understanding of the potential limitation of policy-gradient-based ranking.
Table 2. The performance of involved approaches in MSLRWEB30K.

LambdaMART(GBM)
RankNet (R5)
LambdaRank (GE4.L)
ListNet (R4.L)
ListMLE (GE5)
WassRank (GE5)
ExptUtility (GE4.L)
MDPRank (GE5)
IRGAN-List-5-G (GE4.L)
IRGAN-List-5-D (GE4.L)
IRGAN-Pair-5-G (GE4.L)
IRGAN-Pair-5-D (GE4.L)
IRGAN-Point-10-G (GE5)
IRGAN-Point-10-D (GE5)

nDCG@1

nDCG@3

nDCG@5

nDCG@10

nDCG@20

nDCG@50

0.4949
0.4590 ∗
0.4875 ∗
0.4665 ∗
0.4633 ∗
0.4721 ∗
0.2619 ∗ †
0.4521 ∗
0.1419 ∗ †
†
0.3853 ∗
∗
0.2334 †
0.4183 ∗ †
0.3357 ∗ †
0.2807 ∗ †

0.4761
0.4488 ∗
0.4676 ∗
0.4495 ∗
0.4498 ∗
0.4497 ∗
0.2746 ∗ †
0.4317 ∗
0.1559 ∗ †
0.3667 ∗ †
0.2457 ∗ †
0.4008 ∗ †
0.3264 ∗ †
0.2765 ∗ †

0.4799
0.4548 ∗
0.4705 ∗
0.4534 ∗
0.4541 ∗
0.4506 ∗
0.2887 ∗ †
0.4346 ∗
0.1697 ∗ †
0.3709 ∗ †
0.2568 ∗ †
0.4029 ∗ †
0.3305 ∗ †
0.2822 ∗ †

0.4972
0.4731 ∗
0.4859 ∗
0.4708 ∗
0.4719 ∗
0.4639 ∗
0.3200 ∗ †
0.4480 ∗
0.1989 ∗ †
0.3923 ∗ †
0.2790 ∗ †
0.4167 ∗ †
0.3428 ∗ †
0.3002 ∗ †

0.5180
0.4958 ∗
0.5065 ∗
0.4942 ∗
0.4935 ∗
0.4843 ∗
0.3588 ∗ †
0.4671 ∗
0.2393 ∗ †
0.4230 ∗ †
0.3041 ∗ †
0.4377 ∗ †
0.3615 ∗ †
0.3250 ∗ †

0.5468
0.5296 ∗
0.5375 ∗
0.5279 ∗
0.5272 ∗
0.5180 ∗
0.4191 ∗ †
0.4986 ∗
0.3183 ∗ †
0.4701 ∗ †
0.3583 ∗ †
0.4793 ∗ †
0.3937 ∗ †
0.3649 ∗ †
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Table 3. The performance of involved approaches in Set1.

LambdaMART(GBM)
RankNet (GE4.L)
LambdaRank (GE4.L)
ListNet (GE4.L)
ListMLE (R5)
WassRank (GE4.L)
ExptUtility (GE5)
MDPRank (GE4.L)
IRGAN-List-5-G (R5)
IRGAN-List-5-D (R5)
IRGAN-Pair-10-G (R5)
IRGAN-Pair-10-D (R5)
IRGAN-Point-10-G (R5)
IRGAN-Point-10-D (R5)

nDCG@1

nDCG@3

nDCG@5

nDCG@10

nDCG@20

nDCG@50

0.7078
0.6614 ∗
0.6731 ∗
0.6699 ∗
0.6609 ∗
0.6714 ∗
0.5397 ∗ †
0.6547 ∗
0.3268 ∗ †
0.6559 ∗
0.4821 ∗ †
0.5637 ∗ †
0.5383 ∗ †
0.2912 ∗ †

0.6985
0.6497 ∗
0.6643 ∗
0.6597 ∗
0.6516 ∗
0.6593 ∗
0.5532 ∗ †
0.6405 ∗
0.3682 ∗ †
0.6452 ∗
0.5145 ∗ †
0.5860 ∗ †
0.5678 ∗ †
0.3351 ∗ †

0.7112
0.6655 ∗
0.6769 ∗
0.6734 ∗
0.6661 ∗
0.6726 ∗
0.5760 ∗ †
0.6543 ∗
0.4054 ∗ †
0.6613 ∗
0.5457 ∗ †
0.6120 ∗ †
0.5942 ∗ †
0.3767 ∗ †

0.7520
0.7131 ∗
0.7223 ∗
0.7193 ∗
0.7156 ∗
0.7188 ∗
0.6394 ∗ †
0.7037 ∗
0.4913 ∗ †
0.7072 ∗
0.6143 ∗ †
0.6705 ∗ †
0.6567 ∗ †
0.4663 ∗ †

0.5068
0.4841 ∗
0.4886 ∗
0.4874 ∗
0.4863 ∗
0.4873 ∗
0.4329 ∗ †
0.4768 ∗
0.3440 ∗ †
0.4769 ∗
0.4207 ∗ †
0.4585 ∗ †
0.4508 ∗ †
0.3279 ∗ †

0.1017
0.0984
0.0985
0.0982
0.0983
0.0988
0.0891
0.0968
0.0761 ∗ †
0.0963
0.0884
0.0953
0.0942
0.0714 ∗ †

Table 4. The performance of involved approaches in MQ2008.

LambdaMART(GBM)
RankNet (L)
LambdaRank (L)
ListNet (L)
ListMLE (L)
WassRank (L)
ExptUtility (GE5)
MDPRank (GE5)
IRGAN-List-1-G( GE5)
IRGAN-List-1-D (GE5)
IRGAN-Pair-10-G (R5)
IRGAN-Pair-10-D (R5)
IRGAN-Point-5-G (GE5)
IRGAN-Point-5-D (GE5)

nDCG@1

nDCG@3

nDCG@5

nDCG@10

nDCG@20

nDCG@50

0.4756
0.4846
0.4695
0.4732
0.4675
0.4772
0.3765 ∗ †
0.4569 ∗
0.2352 ∗ †
0.4586 ∗
0.3851 ∗ †
0.4169 ∗ †
0.4469 ∗
0.4295 ∗

0.4884
0.4964
0.4854
0.4926
0.4905
0.4919
0.4017 ∗ †
0.4695
0.2647 ∗ †
0.4889
0.4069 ∗ †
0.4549 ∗
0.4815
0.4474 ∗ †

0.5331
0.5362
0.5304
0.5333
0.5316
0.5374
0.4442 ∗ †
0.5148
0.2891 ∗ †
0.5183
0.4623 ∗ †
0.4980 ∗
0.5196
0.4989 ∗

0.6086
0.6157
0.6182
0.6101
0.6128
0.6154
0.5218 ∗ †
0.5946
0.3655 ∗ †
0.6038
0.5493 ∗
0.5803 ∗
0.6053
0.5756 ∗

0.3254
0.3245
0.3220
0.3253
0.3228
0.3212
0.2763 ∗ †
0.3120
0.1888 ∗ †
0.3127
0.2859 ∗
0.3029 ∗
0.3134
0.3010 ∗

0.1422
0.1410
0.1427
0.1412
0.1419
0.1407
0.1209 ∗
0.1385
0.0812 ∗ †
0.1358
0.1279
0.1377
0.1384
0.1325

6.1. Performances of Policy-Gradient-Based Ranking Methods
First, we will examine the performance of each adversarial ranking approach in
Tables 2–4. Not surprisingly, it can be observed that the generator and the discriminator
are competitive opponents. For the IRGAN-List and the IRGAN-Pair, the discriminator
shows better performance than the generator. However, for the IRGAN-Point, the generator
outperforms the discriminator. Indeed, Wang et al. [30] showed the same results for the
IRGAN-Pair and the IRGAN-Point. By comparing the best performance achieved by
either the generator or the discriminator, we can see that: the IRGAN-List outperforms
the IRGAN-Pair and the IRGAN-Point on Yahoo-Set1 and MQ2008, but shows inferior
performance to the IRGAN-Pair on MSLRWEB30K. The best explanation for this is that the
IRGAN-List takes into account the total order relationship among all documents associated
with the same query. This effect resembles the advantage of traditional listwise approaches
over other two categories of pointwise and pairwise approaches [15,17,18,81].
Next we jointly examined the performances of policy-gradient-based ranking methods,
namely IRGAN (including pointwise, pairwise and listwise), ExptUtility, and MDPRank.
We can observe that: ExptUtility shows the worst performance across three datasets.
IRGAN-List and MDPRank achieve similar results on Yahoo-Set1 and MQ2008, MDPRank
significantly outperforms ExptUtility, IRGAN-Point, IRGAN-Pair, and IRGAN-List on
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MSLRWEB30K. This demonstrates that the weighting scheme matters significantly when
developing a policy-gradient-based ranking method.
6.2. Policy-Gradient-Based Ranking Methods versus Conventional Ranking Methods
We will first examine the performances of conventional learning-to-rank approaches
in Tables 2–4, namely LambdaMART(GBM), RankNet, LambdaRank, ListNet, ListMLE,
and WassRank. We can observe that: (1) LambdaMART(GBM) achieves significantly
better performance than other approaches on MSLRWEB30K and Yahoo-Set1, which is
consistent with previous studies [21,79,82]. The main reasons are that: Firstly, the objective
optimized by LambdaMART is a coarse upper bound of nDCG [79]; benefiting from
GBDT in the form of an ensemble of weak prediction models and the algorithmic and
engineering optimizations of LightGBM, LambdaMART(GBM) shows more promising
results. Secondly, the neural network-based approaches (i.e., RankNet, LambdaRank,
ListNet, ListMLE, and WassRank) rely upon different loss functions and show different
performance levels. For a greater discussion of the subtle differences among adopted loss
functions, we refer the reader to the studies [21,79], since it is not the focus of this work.
Surprisingly, LambdaMART(GBM) slightly underperforms RankNet and WassRank on
MQ2008. The likeliest explanation for this is that the parameters of LambdaMART(GBM)
are not fine-tuned yet. Due to the differences among datasets, the parameters achieving
good performance on MSLRWEB30K and Yahoo-Set1 do not transfer effectively to MQ2008.
According to the latest work by Qin et al. [83], neural network-based approaches can
perform competitively well with LambdaMART(GBM), where a number of strategies are
deployed, such as feature transformation, data augmentation, and listwise context. Due to
time constraints, we leave it for future studies to test the effectiveness of these strategies.
Now, we focus on investigating the effectiveness of policy-gradient-based ranking
by comparing it with the conventional learning-to-rank approaches. An examination of
Tables 2–4 reveals that: (1) Policy gradient-based ranking methods show significantly
inferior performance, especially on MSLRWEB30K and Yahoo-Set1. These results show
inconsistency with prior studies [22,23,26,30,32], and validate our concerns about policygradient-based ranking. The main reasons are that: On one hand, the optimization of
policy-gradient-based ranking is conducted over sampled rankings, which commonly
include non-relevant or less relevant documents in top positions. On the other hand,
policy gradient inherently suffers from instability of gradient estimate. Given the lowquality sampled rankings, the gradient estimate would be further impacted. A direct
comparison with ListMLE clearly demonstrates the weaknesses of policy-gradient-based
ranking. Though ListMLE also formulates the distribution of rankings based on the
Plackett–Luce model, it performs optimization over randomly selected ideal rankings
rather than sampled rankings, which avoids the weaknesses of policy-gradient-based
ranking. Another interesting observation is that the performance gap in MQ2008 between
policy-gradient-based ranking methods and conventional learning-to-rank approaches is
small. The most probable reason is existence of the dataset differences shown in Table 1.
First, MSLRWEB30K and Yahoo-Set1 rely on more fine-grained relevance labels, namely
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, whereas MQ2008 uses less fine-grained relevance labels, namely {0, 1, 2}.
Second, in MQ2008, the size of ranking is relatively small. Due to these differences, policygradient-based ranking on MSLRWEB30K and Yahoo-Set1 suffers more from the high
probability of selecting either non-relevant or less-relevant documents for the top positions.
In other words, the larger the number of documents per query and the more fine-grained
the ground-truth labels, the higher the impact policy-gradient-based ranking suffers.
Finally, we note that for the implementation of neural network-based scoring function,
factors such as activation function and number of layers greatly affect the performance of
a specific model. This reveals that an arbitrary neural network setting does not transfer
effectively across different models. Thus, careful examinations of these factors are highly
recommended in the development and evaluation of neural network-based ranking methods.
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6.3. Examination of Training Process
To gain a good understanding of the limitation of policy-gradient-based ranking,
it is useful to examine the detailed optimization process. Firstly, we plotted how the
average nDCG@5 of sampled rankings on the training set varies as optimization progresses,
where Fold-1 of MSLRWEB30K is used. Taking ExptUtility and MDPRank as an example,
Figure 1 shows the quality of sampled rankings, where the x-axis denotes the metric value,
and the y-axis represents the training progress. Meanwhile, in order to clearly attest
to the inherent impact of using sampled rankings on learning-to-rank, ListMLE is also
included. Its nDCG@5 value is always 1.0, since it is formulated to maximize the likelihood
of ideal rankings.

Figure 1. The quality of sampled rankings.

Figure 1 clearly shows that: (1) For policy-gradient-based ranking, though the sampling strategy is the same, namely PL-sampling, the quality of sampled rankings differs
greatly when we use different optimization objectives. For example, MDPRank shows a
more stable and better performance in terms of nDCG@5. (2) Regardless of how many
training epochs are conducted, the quality of sampled rankings significantly diverges from
ideal rankings. Since the sampled rankings play a fundamental role in estimating the
gradients, the effectiveness of ranking optimization is greatly impacted, which is shown in
Section 6. From an optimization viewpoint, it is impractical to expect to achieve superior
performance given inferior sampled rankings.
Secondly, we plot how the average loss on the training set varies as optimization
progresses, as well as the performance in terms of nDCG@5 in the validation and test sets,
where Fold-1 of MSLRWEB30K was used again. As an illustration, Figure 2 shows the plots
of ListMLE, MDPRank, and ExptUtility. Due to space limitation, not all the methods in
Section 5 are illustrated. In all plots, the x-axis represents the training epoch. The y-axis
represents the training loss and performance in terms of nDCG.
From Figure 2, we can observe that: (1) For ListMLE, the performance in terms of
nDCG@5 in the validation and test sets is improved as the surrogate loss decreases. As the
training epoch increases, the optimization shows a stable convergent trend. (2) For policygradient-based ranking, we observe a relatively unstable convergence trend, which is also
demonstrated by the zigzag shape of the performance curve, especially for ExptUtility.
The most possible explanation is that: policy-gradient-based ranking involves the sampling
process. Since there is a large number of queries, the quality of sampled rankings per query
cannot be guaranteed at a particular epoch. Another plausible reason is that the policy
gradient suffers from the problem of high variance. On the contrary, ListMLE can alleviate
the aforesaid problems by directly optimizing ideal rankings.
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(a) ListMLE.

(b) MDPRank.

(c) ExptUtility.
Figure 2. How the performance
(nDCG@5)
on the validation
and test
varies as the
optimization
Figure 2. How
the performance
of nDCG@5
in sets
the validation
and
test sets varies as the optimization
on the train set progresses.
on the training set progresses.
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Overall, Figures 1 and 2 largely demonstrate that policy-gradient-based ranking
tends to suffer from an unstable convergence trend and underperform the conventional
method ListMLE.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we analytically and experimentally diagnosed the effectiveness of policygradient-based ranking. Our methodology is motivated by the observation that ranking
methods based on either reinforcement learning or adversarial learning boil down to
policy-gradient-based optimization. Thanks to this uniform formulation, we were able to
reach a good understanding of the differences and connections between different policygradient-based ranking methods. Furthermore, by carrying out an in-depth analysis of
the sampling process in the context of document retrieval, we pinpoint the pitfalls of
gradient estimation based on sampled rankings. To validate our theoretical analysis, we
conducted a series of experiments based on multiple benchmark datasets with complete
information. The experimental results clearly demonstrate our findings. In view of the facts
that reinforcement learning and adversarial learning are becoming more and more popular,
and ranking is and always will be a core step in a variety of applications, we believe that
our work sheds new light on how to develop more effective ranking methods based on
these popular techniques.
Our work also opens up many interesting future research directions. First, we have
only demonstrated the weaknesses of policy-gradient-based ranking over datasets with
complete information. It would be very interesting to further test alternative formulations
of ranking distribution, e.g., the Bradley–Terry model [84]. Second, for datasets used for
research on learning-to-rank, the relevance labels for documents are query dependent.
As a result, this characteristic renders the learning strategies for dealing with imbalanced
datasets in the context of traditional classification unsuitable. Thus, it is also very interesting to extend the recent methods [85–87] for traditional classification on how to cope
with imbalanced labels for learning-to-rank. Third, we did not thoroughly investigate
to what extent the gradient estimation step can benefit from the techniques for variance
reduction [73–75]. Finally, we plan to extend our diagnostic evaluation study by exploring
different types of datasets, such as semi-supervised datasets (e.g., MQ2008-semi) or datasets
consisting of raw text queries and documents (e.g., MS MARCO).
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